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Order Geometry and Direct Differential Geometry
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The session took place under the direction of Professor Peter Scherk'- (Toronto).

It reviewed the progress made in the fields of order' geometry .and di'rect ditfer:'

ential geometry since 1978, the year of, the last O~rwoffach ,'me'eting on ~~i~

topic. The lectures and reports were planned by Professor S'cherk'~to fall riatur81~

ly into two ca tegories: the theory of curves and the founda tions of the theory of

orders, both in the framework of direc( differential geometry. In the case cif

curve theory, the differentiabili'ty conditions are always linear, but' the curves

considered are not necessarily planar: they can be imbedded in n-spSee, 'n ~'2~ 'I~

the foundations of the theory of order, only plane curves' are 'oo~sidered, bu(dif

ferentiability is ,not necessarily linear: it can just as wen be defined by mearis~-of

clreles, 'conics, graphs of polyno~ials or other kinds of "q~sigr8.phs~r." .,

In curve '-theory, the emphasis during our session was on conv:ex: ·SPa~E(·C~JV~~.
Certain known results of 'classical differential geoni'e"trY appear to 'find~ a", 'mo'~e

natural setting in direct differential geometry, where' the reieva'n:i noU6ns '8"r~

more natUr~ly 'defined, while the proofs are simpler and lead to stronger "geriei·:'

a1i~ations. The, 'study of plane curv'es of even order is also related to this 'pi"~

blem. A leeture on vertex theorems and c~ps of causti~ completed the sur~ey~

The 'major progress in the' foundations of the theory of orders "was tlle' re~lizati'oh
that matroid theory provides a natur'al way to define th'e dimension:·of the'·spa~~

, of quasigraphs. This led to a reexam'ina tion of the particuIar cases that"the" theo

ry of quasigraphs is meant to generalize, specially' the conieal ease.. These par

ticular cases, "revisited", were thus reviewed, and other new results were pre

sented.
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Leeture abstracts

T. BISZTRICZKY:

Curve theory I. Singularities of eurves in the real projeetive plane

Let C be a direetly differentiable eurve in p2. A point p of C is ordinary if C is

loeally eonvex 8t p (ehar. (1,1»; otherwise p is singular. We assume that the sin

gular points of C are n
1

(C) inflections (char. (1,2», n
2

(C) cusps of the first kind

(thorns, char. (2,1» and n
3

(C) cusps .of the seeond kind (beaks, ehar. (2,2». Let

n(C) = n1(C) + n2(C) + "3(C) and ft(C) = "1 (C) + 2n2(C) + n3(C).. Under certain •

conditions (most notably that every line in p2 meets C with a positive even mul-

tiplicity), we determine minimum values for n(C) and ft(C).

T. BISZTRICZKY:

Curve theory 11. Infiectional convex space curves

In the context of classical differential geometry, B. Segre proved in 1968 that, if

a si~ple curve is drawn on 8 sphere in Euclidean 3-space, then every interior

point of the convex hull of the curve lies on at least four osculating planes of

that curve. In 1977, J. L. Weiner generalized this property to curves with n ver

tices (points of the eurve where the geodesic curvature has loeal extreme values)

drawn on a sphere in 3-space and proved that, if .the osculating planes 8t the

verti<:es of the curve meet the curve exactly onee, then every point of th~. inte

rior of the convex hull of the curve lies on exactly n oseulating planes of the

curve. In 1~79, P. Scherk eonjectured the following generalization of these tw.o

theorems: th8t if a directly differentiable curve with exactly n singular points in

affine 3-space lies on the boundary of its convex hull, then every point of the

interior of this convex hull lies on exaetly n osculating planes of the curve. We

prove here that this conjecture is true in the ease where the c~rve has finite

order and no straight line meets the curve in more than two points. •

J. SCHAER:

Curve theory III. Convex space eurves in real projective 3-space

Let C be a directly differentiable elementary curve in affine 3-space A3• C is

convex if it is the set of extreme points of its convex hull. A point p on C is or

dinary if C has a neighbourhood. of p whieh meets every plane in at most three

points (then p is regular ,and has char. (1,1,1»; otherwise p is singular. First we
show that C has at least two singular points. Sinee C has a suppor.ting plane at

each point,' singular points with char. (1,2,2) and (2,1,2) cannot occur. If the only

singular points are of char. (1.1.2), infiection points, then C is called infiectional
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and has at least four such points.

T. BISZTRICZKY:

Curve theory IV. An n-vertex theorem for convex space curves

If a directly differentiable, elementary, convex, inflectional space curve in real

affine 3-space A3 intersects a p~ane in a certain way in n points, then it has 8t

least -n inflection points.

P. SCHERK:

Curve theory V. A convexity property of arcs of order n in n-space

Let C denote a differentiable arc of order n in real affine n-space, let Cn-l (t)

be the osculating (n-1)-flat of C at the point C(t) and let H(C) be the convex

hull of C. Then
Cn-1(t1)nCn_1(t2)nint H(C) = r/J

if the points C(t1) and C(t2) are distinct.

P. SCH'ERK:

Curve theory VI. Convex curves in n-space: definitions, conjectures,' discussion

In real affine n-space, let C denote an elementary curve which is the set of the

extremal points of H(C), its convex hull. We know that

Cl (p)n int H(C) =r/J.

Question: which is the number k(p) such that

Ck(p)(p) n int H(C) = ~,

C k(P)+l (p)nint H(C) -F:r/J ?

Conjecture: if p is regular, then

Cn-2(p)n int H(C) =r/J, if n is odd .

and
Cn-3(P) 1\ int H(C) =r/J, if. n .is even.. '

The definition of convex curves in real ·affine n-space is also discussed, together

with several other questions 'and ·conjectures.

E. HEIL:

Curve Theory VII. Vertex theoremsand cusps of caustics

J. W. Bruce, P. J. Giblin and G. G. Gibson (Caustics through the looking glass.

nie Matherriatical Intelligencer6, ,1 '(1984), pp: "47-58. Further referehces niay be

found there)' consider a plane oval M as a mirror and. investigate the generic

.forms of the (r~~ or viittual) caustic C. The. reflected bundle of rays possesses
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an orthogonal trajectory (wave front) Wo which corresponds to the light souree

L. If L lies within M, then Wo is starshaped with respeet to L. The wave front

Wo has four vertiees, and therefore C has four cusps (if C does not degenerate).

If L lies outside M, then Wo has a double point and C must have only two eusps.

If a circle eentered at L intersects M in 2n points, then there is a larger eircle

which intersects Wo in 2n points too. The 2n-vertex theorem then gives 2n

cusps of the eaustie C.

P. SCHERK:

Foundations of the geometry of orders I. Introduetion

Four examples of ~e relation between eharaeterisUe and order lead to the pre

sent investigation, by N. D. Lane, J. M. Turgeon and P. Scherk, of a general the

ory. These four studies involved linear, eonformal, eonic-sectional and polynomial

differentiability. A fifth ease, parabolie differentiability, also led to interesting

results, but is so pathologieal that it cannot be included "in a eommon generaliza

tion. All five cases will be presented by N. D. Lane. The results obtained in" the

seareh for a general theory will then be presented by J. M. Turgeon.

N. D. LANE:

Foundations of the geome'try of orders 11. Direet linear differentiability

In the linear ease, the characteristic eurves are lines in the real affine plane.

An are A is differentiable at an interior point p of finite linear order if A has

an ordinary tangent at p. The non-tangent lines through p 811 intersect A at p or

all of them support. The point p is assigned a eh8raeteristic (aO,a1), where aO
and 8 1 are equal to 1 or 2. The digit aO is equal ~o 1 or 2 aeeording as the

non-tangent lines through p all interseet A at p or all support. The digit a1 is

then determ ined by the eondi tion tha t aO + 8 1 is odd or even aeeording as the

tangent of A at p intersects or supports A at p. There are four kinds of diffe

rentiable points: (1,1), (1,2), (2,1) and (2,2). The order of the point p is not less

than a
O

+ a1 and, if p is elementary (thos there is a neighbourhood of· p on A
whieh is deeomposed by p into two eonvex one-sided neighbourhoods), then the

order of p is equal to a
O

+ 81•

N. D. LAN~:

Foundations of the geometry of orders Irr. Direet eonformal differentiability .

In the conform81 ease, the ehlllraeteristie eurves are· eircles in· the eonformal pla

ne, together wi~h the basie point p. ~n are A "is eonformally differentiable at an

interior point p of .fini te eyelie order if there is a tangent eirele of A at p
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through each point Q different from p and an osculating circle at p. The non

tangent circles through p all in~ersect A at p or a11 support. The non-osculating

tangent circles at p all intersect A at p or 811 support and. in the cases where '

the osculating circle is not the point circle P. they all support. There are ·tour '

kinds of points for which the osculating circle 'at p is not a point circle and four

kinds for which it is the point p. These eight points have the characteristics

(1.1.1). (1.1.2). (2.2.1), (2.2.2). (1.1.2)0' (1,2,1)0' (2,1,1)0 and (2,2.2)0. If (aO,81,a2)

or (80,81,82)0 is the characteristic of p, then the order of p ~s not less than aO +

8 1 + a2 and. if p is an elementary point. its order is equal to aO + a1 + a2•

N. D. LANE:

Foundations of the geometry of orders IV. Direct conical differentiability

In the coniea! case, the charaeteristic cUrves are non-degenerate conie sections,

in the projeetive plane•. the pairs of distinct lines, the double lines through p and'

the single point p. The are A is differentiable at p if there are ta~gent charae-'

teristie curves of A at p, osculating ch8racteristie curves, 4-osculating charaC":-'

teristic curves and a 5-osculating characteristic curve. The non-tangent .charac-:-- .

teristic curves through p [the non-osculating tangent charaeteristic curves at p;

the osculating characteristic curves which are· not 4-osculating; the 4-osculating

characteristic curves which are not 5-osculating] a11 intersect A at p or all sup

port. The tangent characteristic curves are non-degenerate conics cr" pairs .of

distinct lines. The osculating characteristic curves are either non-dege~erate

conies or 8 pair of lines, one of them the ordinary linear tangent, the other an

other line through P (Type.-l); or 811 consist of 8 pair of lines through p" neither',

of which is the tangent of A 8t P (Type 2); or a' pair of lines, one of which" is

the tange'nt of A at p while the other does not pass -through p (Type 3). The'

4-osculating characteristic curves ar.e either non-degenerate conics or the linear

tangent of A at p' counted twice (Type 1a) or all consist of the tangent of A' 8t

P and another line throughp (Type Ib)~ The 5-osculating conic is non-degenerate'

or the double tangent at p (Type 1a i) or the point p (Typ~ 1a ii) or the' double

tangent of A at p (Type 18 iii). There are ten kinds of diff~rentiable points

which are not cusps and ten kinds. of cusp points. The non-cusp pOints have" the

characteristics (1,1,1,1,1;18 i); (1,1,1,1,2;k), k =18 i. la ii, la iii; (1,1,1,2~1;lb);

(1,1,2,1,I;k), k = Ib, 2, 3; (1,2",1,2,2;2) and (1,1,1,1,2;3). The orderof.p is never

inferior to the sum of the digits of the characteristic of p and. if p is elements

ry, then the order of p is equal to -the sum of the digits of its ~haracteristic.
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N. D. LANE:

Foundations of the geometry of orders V. Direct polynomial differentiability

In the polynomial ease, the characteristic eurves are the (oriented) graphs of

polynomials (of degree. 8t most n) in the affine plane, together with eertain sets

of vertieal lin~s and rays whieh ean be limits of sequences of graphs of polyno

misls. The are A is differentiable 8t p if

lim K(s,p) = K(p2), the tangent line,
s->p ,
!im K(s,p2) = K(p3), the oseulating parabola,
s->p

Um K(s,pi) = k(pi+1) e
s->p

a11 exist (1 ~ i ~ n+1). We define the index I(p) of p to be the smallest i~teger 'i

sueh that K(pi) is a non-degenerate polynomial and k(pi+l) is a line' (ar a ray of a

line) through p parallel to the y-axis. If Kh is the set of all those polynomials

which have h-point contaet with K(ph) at p, then the polynomials pf K
h
\K

h
+

1
a11

intersect A at p or a11 support A at p (h = 1, ,2, ••• , n+l; here Kn+
2

= qS). The

numerical charaeteristic of p has the form (aO,a1,••• ,an;I(p». There are 6n+2 dif

ferent kinds of differentiable points. The order of a point p on A' is never infe

rior to the sum of the digits of its characteristie.

N. D. LANE:

Foundations of the geometry,of orders VI. Direct parabolic differentiabiiity

Basic definitions and outline of the clas~ical parabolic .theory: direct differentia

bility, Scherk's Lemma, nume~ical characteristic, relati~~ ~etween,the numer~cal

cha~acteristic and the local order. A set of. four poipts determines two parabolas

if all four are extremal points of 'the convex hul~ of the set, a family of d~gene

rate parabolas if exaetly one point is on the. boundary of the. convex hu11 but not

extremal, none if one of the f,ourpoints is an interior poi,nt. This property. makes

the parabolic case so pathological that it cannot be included as a ,special _csse in

the. generalization by means of the theory of quasigraphs.

J. M. TURGEON:

Foundations of the geometry of orders VII. Quasigraphs

The book Geometrische Ordnungen by O. Haupt and ~. KUnneth starts with a

certsin set ofaxioms. These axioms require certs.in adaptations for work in di

rect ~ifferential geometry., In this lecture, we present the nation of charae

teristic quasigraph, which is mesot to replace the Haupt-KUnneth notion of eha

racteristic curve in our context. We also diseuss the isotopic families of quasi-
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graphs, the nations of mutual support and of mutual interseetion of quasigraphs,

and the local deeomposition of the plane by a finite subset of an isotopie family

of quasigraphs.

J. M. TURGEON:

Foundations of the geometry of orders VIII. Ordered geometry and matroids

The dimension of a family of quasigraphs is defined by means of· matroid theory.

All maximally independent sets have the same cardinality k, the uOrungzahl" of. .

Haupt and KUnneth's axioms. If the order of the basic are B at the point p ise finite, then the set Sll[p,s} roust be independent, for every s on B\{p} sufficiently

elose to p. Thus the set of the quasigraphs eontaining Su{p,s} will eonsist of s

single quasigraph K(s). In all the classical cases, the pencil {~(s)} is isotopic ss s

varies slang B\{p} in a neighbourhood of p on B.

J. M. TURGEON:

Foundatians of the geometry of orders IX. Partial results

Under certain conditians, we obtained a general proof of the basic Lemma that

nlakes poSsible the definition of the numerieal eharaeteristie of a point on the

basic arc. A'second result, under the same conditions, shows that certain of the

se eharaeteristics are never realized. These eonditions and propertie~ are veri

fied in aU classieal cases.

Berichterstatter: J. M. Turgeon.
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